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A collection of ambient soundscapes via looping guitar improvisations, plus a remix; farther explorations

of inner/outer space music. 9 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC: Ambient, ELECTRONIC: Soundscapes Archive

One Songs Details: Emanating from Vancouver BC, Anomalous Disturbances - aka Terry O'Brien -

creates ambient soundscapes via electronically limited looping guitar improvisations. ARCHIVE ONE is

the tertiary secrete from Anomalous Disturbances (June '04). This album is a collection of recordings

made mostly from September to December of 2003 (trks 1-5  8), although included is "Creep" (trk 6), a

recording from The Spirit Molecule sessions of late 2001 and one of Terry's earlier loop-based recordings,

"Swamp Gas" (trk 7) from early 1987. Finishing up is a remix of "Blue Honey" (trk 9) - see The Spirit

Molecule for the original version. The "Ancient Starship remix" is a radical deconstruction by Haven

Siguenza and as with the original, features processed vocals chants by L.A. performance artist Anna

Homler (Voices of Kwahn). Track 4, "The Invisible Landscape" is also included on the PING AMBIENCE

2 compilation, which features performers from The Ambient Ping, Toronto's weekly live

ambient/experimental music showcase. A. D. has performed several times at The Ambient Ping.

theambientping.com As with A.D.'s second secrete HovR, ARCHIVE ONE comes in the CD-R format with

thermal printing of the titles on the disk. Each is hand packaged in a black digipak with an applied sticker

featuring photo-art by Vancouver artist Mikel. It is enclosed in a re-usable cellophane envelope.

ARCHIVE ONE is the first secrete in a series from Terry's label, Disappearing Music, featuring archival

recordings by Anomalous Disturbances, collaborations and remixes. Other A.D. secretes are; The newest

soundscape from A.D. is a new single track called "Portent", secreted on the Music For Seances series

(Nov. '04). Go here for info and to purchase; austere.org/oracle/seances.shtml Full CDs: THE SPIRIT

MOLECULE (2002) cdbaby.com/anomalous HovR (2003) cdbaby.com/anomalous2 A previously
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unsecreted soundscape, "Quickenberries", was on the 2003 SloBor Media secrete; ::Texture:: a

compilation of minimal ambient guitar:: Go to slobormediaor see the A.D. website for reviews and links to

this CD. More info, news and reviews can be found on the Anomalous Disturbances website.
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